Each year, the NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Tournament attracts popular attention, including bracket challenges where fans seek to pick the winners of the tournament's games. However, the quantity and unpredictable nature of games suggest a single bracket will likely select some winning teams incorrectly even if created with insightful and sophisticated methods. Hence, rather than focusing on creating a single bracket to perform well, a challenge participant may wish to create a pool of brackets that likely contains at least one highscoring bracket. This paper proposes a power model to estimate tournament outcome probabilities based on past tournament data. Bracket pools are generated for the 2013-2019 tournaments using six generators, five using the power model and one using the Bradley-Terry model. The generated brackets are assessed by the ESPN scoring system and compared to those produced by a traditional pick favorite approach as well as the highest scoring brackets in the ESPN Tournament Challenge for each year.
Introduction
In the NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Tournament, teams compete in a 68-team single-elimination bracket to determine a national champion. In the years since 1985 (referred to as the modern era), the tournament has included at least 64 teams and six main rounds; Table 12 in Appendix A.1 lists the official and colloquial names of all six rounds. The tournament attracts popular attention throughout the United States; before the tournament begins, many fans participate in bracket challenges where they pick the winner of each of the tournament's 63 games (the First Four play-in games are not included in any such challenges). The term bracket, originally used to describe the structure of a sports tournament, is also used colloquially to refer to a "filled-out" bracket, that is, a complete set of game predictions for a tournament. As the tournament progresses, all of the submitted brackets are scored based on their correct picks, with correct picks in later rounds typically earning more points than correct picks in earlier rounds. The unpredictable nature of game outcomes and the large number of games suggest that a single bracket, even if it has been created with insightful and sophisticated methods and data, is likely to incorrectly select some winning teams. Hence, rather than selecting a single bracket that seeks to correctly pick all game winners, a challenge participant may wish to create a pool of brackets such that at least one bracket in the pool is likely to score well.
One appealing approach for creating a bracket is to select the favorite (based on seed) to win in each game. The participating teams are divided into four regions, each comprising sixteen teams seeded between 1 and 16, with lower numbers signifying more highly-ranked teams. Hence, a pick favorite approach deterministically specifies all picks in the four regions (i.e. 60 of the 63 games), resulting in the four 1-seeds advancing to the Final Four. Eight different pick favorite brackets can be created, depending on which of the equally-seeded regional champions are selected to win in the three remaining games of the tournament. While these eight brackets, collectively referred to as the pick favorite pool, appear to be the most likely outcomes, they represent only a very small portion of the more than nine quintillion (︀ 9 × 10 18 )︀ possible brackets. Moreover, over the last five tournaments, there have been on average 13 upsets in the first two rounds of play, whose winners a pick favorite bracket will not select correctly. Creating high-quality brackets depends on the ability to correctly identify upsets.
While upsets have reliably occurred in the tournament, and hence, must be present in brackets that are likely to score well, these upsets must be selected intelligently. One possible approach is to generate brackets according to the probability mass function (PMF) of tournament outcomes. From this perspective, the outcome of each tournament is one of 2 63 potential outcomes of a discrete random variable, and the PMF prescribes the probability of each of these outcomes for a given year. However, the PMF is unknown and must be estimated from data, which may include past tournament outcomes, team performance in regular season games, or other factors. Many approaches have been proposed to estimate the PMF, which are useful if the objective is to generate brackets to maximize expected winnings in a bracket pool (Kenter 2016) . One approach considers factors such as the victory margin (using a team's performance history) and the game's venue to predict the result of each game. For example, Lopez and Mathews (2015) proposes a prediction model by combining the point spreads set by Las Vegas sports-books with possession-based team efficiency metrics. Gupta (2015) proposes a rating system and a four-predictor probability model to generate brackets for the 2009-2014 tournaments. Ruiz and Perez-Cruz (2015) modifies a classical model for soccer to model both the specific behavior of each conference and different strategies of teams. Yuan et al. (2015) proposes methods to forecast the results of the tournament and discusses the difficulties in using publicly available data while presenting novel ideas for post-processing statistical forecasts. Kaplan and Garstka (2001) uses Sagarin ratings (i.e. expected scoring rates on a team-by-team basis) to estimate the win probability of each team. West (2006 West ( , 2008 presents an ordinal logistic regression method to predict how many games each team will win in the tournament and compares the results to tournament simulations using the Bradley-Terry model (Bradley and Terry 1952) . Koenker and Bassett Jr. (2010) defines offensive and defensive strength parameters and a home adjustment factor to compute the win probability of each team. Kvam and Sokol (2006) uses victory margins of teams in regular-season games from 1999 to 2005 to predict game winners based on a Markov chain/logistic regression model. While these models study the performance of each team more precisely, their parameters depend on teams' specific information such as victory margin and game's venue. Therefore, they cannot be easily applied to other tournaments.
An alternative approach uses seeds to estimate the win probability of each team in each round (see for example Boulier and Stekler 1999; Jacobson et al. 2011; Khatibi, King, and Jacobson 2015) . These models consider all teams of the same seed number as equivalent, ignoring factors such as the game's venue and the victory margin. Assuming the same performance for all teams of the same seed number may increase the estimation error but simplifies the computational effort, since model parameters depend only on a team's seed number. This simplification gives seed-based models flexibility for use in future tournaments and other sports competitions with the same structure.
This paper proposes a probability model that implicitly estimates the PMF of bracket outcomes with the end goal of generating strong bracket pools. The power model estimates the win probability of each team in a game as a power function of the teams' seed numbers. This approach generalizes the Bradley-Terry model, adding rounddependent parameters and using a different estimation technique (Bradley and Terry 1952) . The power model is used in a bracket generation algorithm with five different parameter settings to define five randomized bracket generators. A Bradley-Terry-based generator is also considered as a baseline. These six generators are evaluated by using each to create pools of brackets for the 2013-2019 tournaments and scoring each bracket with the ESPN scoring system. The bracket pools are then evaluated against the pick favorite pool and the highest-scoring brackets in the ESPN Tournament Challenge for each year. The six generators are then compared by the multiple comparisons with the best (MCB) method proposed by Hsu (1984) . The ESPN scoring system awards 10 points for each correctly picked winner in Round 1. There are 32 games played in total across four regions in Round 1, which results in a maximum of 320 points for this round. The value of each correct pick in a subsequent round is twice that of the previous round; hence, correctly picking the winner of the final game earns 320 points. For each round, the maximum score is the same (320 points). The maximum total score, which is achieved by correctly picking the winner in all 63 games of the tournament, is 1920. While points are awarded for correctly picking winners of individual games, correct picks in later rounds are critical, both because they individually earn more points and because they implicitly earn points for correct picks made in earlier rounds. For example, correctly picking the champion team secures 630 points since at least one winner is correctly picked in each of the six rounds. Therefore, a good generator must minimize the number of incorrect picks in later rounds. However, as the incorrect picks of the earlier rounds propagate through the tournament, the best generated bracket must also correctly pick many of the winners in the beginning rounds.
The power model has been implemented at (http:// bracketodds.cs.illinois.edu) as a web-based bracket generator, which has attracted significant public and media attention. This web site was launched as a tool to make the public familiar with the mathematical modeling of sports events and data analytics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the power model, proposes six bracket generators, and establishes how these generators will be evaluated. Section 3 reports the power and Bradley-Terry model parameters for predicting tournament outcomes in 2013-2020 and the results of bracket generation experiments. Section 4 provides concluding remarks and potential directions for future work.
The power model
This section introduces the power model for estimating win probabilities of all possible seed match-ups and presents a general procedure for generating brackets with these estimates.
Estimating win probabilities
In a game between two different seed numbers, the win probability typically favors the team with the smaller seed number, i.e. the stronger seed. The simplest function to model a relation between the teams' seed numbers with a larger weight on better seeds is a linear function: In a game between two teams with seed numbers s 1 and s 2 , the linear function s 2 /(s 1 + s 2 ) can be used to estimate the win probability of seed s 1 . However, the linear estimator has two drawbacks. First, while the results of the modern era tournaments show that the performance of a seed number depends on the round (discussed in more detail later in this section), the outcome of the linear estimator is independent of the round number. Second, the linear estimator assumes the relative strength of a team is proportional to the reciprocal of its seed number, which fails to capture more nuanced patterns in team strength.
To avoid these drawbacks of the linear estimator, the power model estimates the win probability of each seed in a game as a power function of the seeds' ratio. Throughout the following definitions, let s 1 and s 2 be seeds with s 1 < s 2 . Let p j,(s1,s2) denote the probability that s 1 will defeat s 2 in Round j. The odds ratio for seed s 1 is modeled as
where α j, (s1,s2) , referred to as the α-value, is a function of the round number (j) and the seeds (s 1 and s 2 ).
An equivalent definition using the logit function is
For comparison, the Bradley-Terry model is
where β s1 and β s2 are score parameters for their respective seeds (Bradley and Terry 1952) . The power model therefore generalizes the Bradley-Terry model by starting with score parameters β s = log(1/s) for s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 16} and adding round-dependent logit scaling factors α j, (s1,s2) . This round-dependent scaling, which allows probability estimates for the same seed match-up to vary between rounds, is a key advantage of the power model over the Bradley-Terry model. Data from past tournaments suggest the relative performance of seeds varies across the rounds, warranting this increased granularity of parameters. While the sample sizes for individual match-ups are too small to provide statistically significant evidence of this variation, the specific outcomes present some counterintuitive scenarios. For example, 5-seeds have surprisingly won all four match-ups against 2-seeds in the Elite Eight, but such a small sample size precludes strong statistical conclusions. Therefore, the overall win rate of the stronger seed is compared across rounds. In the modern era , the stronger seed has won in 200 of 280 games (71.4%) in the Sweet Sixteen and 77 of 140 games (55%) in the Elite Eight. The standard z-test for difference in proportions is used to test the null hypothesis that the proportion of games won by the stronger seed is the same in both rounds against a one-sided alternative that the proportion is greater in the Sweet Sixteen. The z statistic obtained is 3.344, and the corresponding p-value of 0.00041 is significant at the 0.05 level, suggesting that the null hypothesis should be rejected. The one-sided test therefore provides evidence that stronger seeds are less successful in the Elite Eight than in the Sweet Sixteen. It must be mentioned that the teams competing in the Elite Eight necessarily won their Sweet Sixteen games, so these samples are not entirely independent. As further justification of round-dependent parameters, an earlier study finds evidence that 1-, 2-, and 3-seeds do not have significantly different historical win percentages in the later rounds (Jacobson and King 2009) .
To estimate the power model parameters for year y, tournament games from 1985 through the year y − 1 are used as the training data set. These data are taken from the official NCAA 2019 Men's Final Four Records Book (NCAA 2019). The specific data extracted are n j, (s1,s2) , the number of times an s 1 -seed has defeated an s 2seed in Round j in the training data set, for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6} and s 1 , s 2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 16}. Let n j,(s1,•) = ∑︀ s2 n j,(s1,s2) denote the number of times an s 1 -seed has won in Round j over any other seed. Furthermore, let p j,(s1,s2) = n j,(s1,s2) /(n j,(s1,s2) + n j,(s2,s1) ) be the proportion of times an s 1 -seed has defeated an s 2 -seed in Round j. The total number of games played in Round j is represented as n j = ∑︀ s1 n j, (s1,•) . To obtain an α-value estimateα j,(s1,s2) , one can then substitute the observed proportionp j, (s1,s2) for the unknown probability p j,(s1,s2) , assuming s 1 and s 2 have met in Round j before. Rearranging (1) then yieldŝ
Finally, p j,(s1,s2) can be estimated aŝ
The α-value summarizes the performance history of seeds s 1 and s 2 in Round j. By (5), a positive α-value indicates a larger winning probability for the stronger seed while a negative value indicates a larger winning probability for the weaker seed. Note that settingα j,(s1,s2) = 0 is equivalent to estimating a 0.5 winning probability for each seed (i.e. picking the winner randomly), while settinĝ α j,(s1,s2) = +∞ results in the Pick Favorite (PF) approach, which always picks the stronger seed as the winner. One drawback of this method is that it ignores the number of games between two seeds (e.g. there is no difference between two pairs of seeds whose pairwise win records are 40-60 and 4-6). As more tournaments occur, providing more data, this limitation will have less and less of an impact.
The estimated probabilityp j,(s1,s2) matches the observed proportionp j,(s1,s2) , which follows directly from (4) and (5). Matching the estimated probability to the observed proportion in this manner is of course only one of many valid approaches to choosing parameters.
Small training data sets may cause extreme parameter values. Ifp j,(s1,s2) is 1 or 0, indicating one of the seeds has always won in past meetings, thenα j,(s1,s2) = ±∞. This scenario is particularly likely in later rounds since they have so few games and more possible match-ups. Every possible match-up in Round 1 always occurs four times per year, yielding 140 games each since 1985. However, there are (︀ 16 2 )︀ = 120 possible match-ups in Round 5 between distinct seeds, and the 68 Round 5 games in the modern era have only included 20 of these. Furthermore, 11 of these 20 have occurred only once, guaranteeingp j,(s1,s2) ∈ {0, 1}. This precludes the seed which has always lost from being chosen as the winner even though that seed can conceivably win a game in a future tournament. Establishing an upper bound K on the magnitude of the α-value estimates prevents this problem, so this modification will be used in applying the power model to the NCAA tournament. Furthermore, some match-ups, particularly in later rounds, may have no prior data, i.e. n j,(s1,s2) = n j,(s2,s1) = 0, soα j,(s1,s2) is undefined. One workaround is computing a weighted averageα j of the α-value estimates for all observed match-ups in a round:
where S = {(s 1 , s 2 ) : 1 ≤ s 1 < s 2 ≤ 16} is the set of all possible pairings of stronger and weaker seeds. Games between identical seeds, which may occur in Rounds 5 and 6, are not included in the computation ofα j . The power model can then useα j as the estimated αvalue for all match-ups in that round. Effectively,α j summarizes the performance of stronger seeds versus weaker seeds in Round j, capturing the overall likelihood of upsets in the round. In Rounds 2-6, many possible match-ups have few or no occurrences in the NCAA tournament history since 1985, so this modification will be applied to those rounds.
Generating brackets
Bracket generation requires selecting the winner of all 63 games. Given win probability estimates such as those provided by the power model, the general procedure presented in Algorithm 1 generates a random bracket. Given estimated win probabilities (from, e.g. the power or Bradley-Terry models) P = {p j,(s1,s2) } j∈ [6] ,(s1,s2)∈S , the procedure generates an entire bracket round by round by choosing s 1 (resp., s 2 ) as the winner with probabilitŷ p j,(s1,s2) (resp., 1 −p j,(s1,s2) ). The input r allows for the seeds reaching the r-th round to be sampled by some other model, implemented as Sample; this may be desirable if one wishes to approximately match the historical distribution of seeds reaching later rounds. The provided Sample function may sample seeds independently or dependently.
When r = 1, the Sample parameter is unnecessary since the seeds in Round 1 are already fixed. However, setting r = 1 maximizes the potential for erroneous picks in early rounds to propagate through the bracket, so r = 4, 5, and 6 are also considered in this study. Jacobson et al. (2011) finds that the truncated geometric distribution is a reasonable fit for the observed seed distribution in Rounds 4-6. The truncated geometric distribution for a random variable X with parameters q and i max is defined by the probability mass function Pr[
is a coefficient included to ensure the probabilities sum to one. Table 1 illustrates how the truncated geometric distribution is fit to the observed Final Four seed distribution from 1985 through 2019. The geometric parameter q is estimated as the reciprocal of the average seed number, orq
.
(Recall that n 4,(i,•) denotes the total number of times seed i has won in Round 4, and hence the total number of times seed i has reached the Final Four.) The geometric PMF forq is then truncated at 16, yielding the truncated geometric PMF. The expected counts are computed by multiplying the total number of observations by the truncated geometric PMF. The goodness-of-fit test statistic is The SampleF4 A function, one of two sampling functions used with r = 5, generates four independent and identically distributed (IID) samples from the truncated geometric distribution as the Final Four seeds. Each team in the Final Four comes from a different region, so independence is a reasonable assumption and repeat seed numbers are possible. The SampleF4 B function models seeds 1-6 and 7-12 separately (and never samples seeds 13-16). For seeds 1-6, a truncated geometric distribution is fit directly, i.e. without the two-stage sampling procedure described in Appendix A.2. For seeds 7-12, a twovalue distribution is used in which seeds 7, 8, and 11 are sampled with probability 2/9, and the remaining seeds are sampled with probability 1/9. To choose which set of seeds (1-6 or 7-12) to sample from, SampleF4 B simply randomly chooses based on the historical proportions. For example, from 1985 through 2019, 126 of 140 Final Four teams have been seeded 1-6, so the truncated geometric distribution for seeds 1-6 is used with probability 0.9 and the two-value distribution for seeds 7-12 is used with probability 0.1. The four seeds returned by SampleF4 B are then IID samples from this two-part distribution.
The SampleNCG function to be used with r = 6 is defined similarly, generating two IID samples from a truncated geometric distribution fit to the historical distribution of seeds reaching Round 6. However, SampleNCG must also select the region of both sampled seeds, since two regions (each with all 16 seeds) feed into each of the Round 6 slots. The region of each sampled seed is chosen by simulating a fair coin toss, implicitly assuming identical seeds as equally strong.
The IID sampling approach in SampleF4 A , SampleF4 B , and SampleNCG does not work for Sam-pleE8 (r = 4), since each team is either from the top half of its region (seeds 1, 16, 8, 9, 5, 12, 4, 13) or the bottom half (seeds 6, 11, 3, 14, 7, 10, 2, 15) . Therefore, two separate truncated geometric distributions are fit, one for each half-region. The SampleE8 function then generates four IID samples from each truncated geometric distribution, which assumes independence between the (half-)regions. Table 2 lists the six bracket generator variations considered in this paper, each of which uses Algorithm 1 with a particular set of parameters.
The implicit PMF
Since the power model estimates win probabilities for all possible match-ups, it implicitly defines a PMF on the sample space of all 2 63 possible brackets. Let b = (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 , b 5 , b 6 ) be a representation of a bracket as its picks made in each of the six rounds. The estimated probability of a given bracket b is given by
where Pr(b i | b i−1 ) is the product of the estimated probabilities for each game in Round i (by an assumption of independence). The naïve bracket generation procedure suggested by (7) is to sort all 2 63 brackets by decreasing probability and, given a desired pool size M, return the M most likely brackets. This is computationally infeasible, though, since 2 63 is approximately 9 quintillion (︀ 9 × 10 18 )︀ . Exploiting the (assumed) independence of the four regions, an alternative formulation of (7) is
where Pr(region i) is defined as the product of the (conditional) probabilities of the outcomes in each round, analogous to (7). This formulation suggests a different procedure: sort all 2 15 possible region outcomes by decreasing probability, generate four regions by independent random samples from the top T most likely regions (weighted according to their estimated probabilities), and apply the power model probabilities to randomly choose winners in the Final Four and National Championship Game. The cutoff T may be as large as 2 15 = 32, 768, but since sampling from such a large discrete distribution is computationally expensive, a smaller choice such as T = 100 is more reasonable. Let MLR100 denote this mostlikely-regions bracket generator with T = 100. The experimental performance of MLR100 will be compared to that of the R64 generator in Section 3.3.4.
Generator evaluation
The six generators listed in Table 2 are compared by generating several bracket pools with each for the 2013 through 2019 tournaments. Each bracket pool consists of N brackets generated independently with the same generator, where N is chosen to be much smaller than N ESPN for any given year. Since brackets are generated independently, a bracket pool may contain duplicates. Furthermore, the score distribution for the basic power model will be compared against the score distribution for a sample from the 2016 ESPN Tournament Challenge reported by Wright and Wiens (2016) .
The max score and ESPN count metrics measure the strength of each bracket pool. The max score metric for a bracket pool, denoted s max , is simply the highest score achieved in the pool. A participant in a bracket challenge wins if one of their brackets produces the highest score among all brackets submitted, so s max is a reasonable measure of the quality of a bracket pool.
While attaining the unique highest score in a bracket challenge is desirable, a participant may also be content with placing on the leaderboard, especially in a large bracket challenge such as the ESPN Tournament Challenge. The ESPN Leaderboard consists of the top 100 submissions, as ranked by the ESPN scoring system, among all brackets submitted to the challenge that year. For a given year, let l ESPN and u ESPN be the minimum and maximum scores, respectively, in the ESPN Leaderboard, and let N ESPN be the total number of submissions. The ESPN count metric, denoted n ESPN , is the number of brackets in the pool which would have reached the ESPN Leaderboard in that year, i.e. achieved a score greater than or equal to l ESPN . The ESPN count provides some indication of how a generated bracket pool compares to the entire ESPN bracket pool. Each bracket pool will also be compared to the pick favorite pool. Let p PF denote the proportion of brackets in the pool which achieve a score greater than or equal to s PF , the maximum score from the pick favorite pool.
Bracket pools can also be evaluated against the pick favorite pool. Let s PF denote the maximum score from the pick favorite pool for a given year. The best of the pick favorite pool is the bracket which correctly picks the winners in Rounds 5 and 6, but these picks only matter if some 1-seeds advance to the Final Four. If few or no 1-seeds reach the Final Four, then the pick favorite pool scores quite poorly. In particular, if neither team in the National Championship Game is a 1-seed, then all pick favorite brackets have the same score and are guaranteed to earn zero of 640 points in the last two rounds. Table 3 presents benchmarks from the pick favorite pool and the ESPN Leaderboard for the 2013 through 2019 tournaments. Naturally, s PF tends to be lower in years with more upsets. For instance, in 2015, when three 1seeds reached the Final Four and two of these reached the National Championship Game, s PF = 1530, whereas in 2014, when upsets led to a National Championship Game between a 7-seed and an 8-seed, s PF = 680. The ESPN Leaderboard score range is more consistent, though it also tends to be lower in years with more upsets. In the 2018 tournament, for example, the unprecedented upset of a 16-seed over a 1-seed and the appearance of an 11-seed in the Final Four seem to have shifted the ESPN Leaderboard score range down.
Once the max score and ESPN count metrics have been computed for each bracket pool, the six generators will be compared with respect to each metric for each year using Hsu's multiple comparisons with the best (MCB) method (Hsu 1984 ). The MCB method compares different treatments (in this case, bracket generators) by generating R replications with each treatment and computing the sample means of a specified metric. The method then constructs confidence intervals (CIs) for the difference between the population mean of the metric for each treatment and the best mean of the other treatments. From these CIs, one may draw conclusions about the relative performance of the different treatments. For example, if the CI for a treatment has a (non-inclusive) lower bound of zero, then one may conclude (with the chosen confidence level) that that treatment is the best. Similarly, an upper bound of zero provides evidence that that treatment is not the best. Bechhofer, Santner, and Goldsman (1995, Section 4.4) explains the MCB method in greater detail. One shortcoming of the ESPN count metric is that it is difficult to interpret; since N ≪ N ESPN , directly comparing n ESPN to the ESPN Leaderboard size of 100 is not informative. To allow direct comparison to the ESPN bracket pool, a scaled metricn ESPN = n ESPN · (N ESPN /N) is also computed. The scaled countn ESPN estimates how many brackets would meet the ESPN Leaderboard score threshold (l ESPN ) if the same generator were used to produce a pool of N ESPN brackets, assuming the proportion would be the same. Therefore,n ESPN allows for direct comparison, because ifn ESPN ≈ 100, then the bracket pool performs about as well as the ESPN bracket pool. A value ofn ESPN greater than 100 suggests the generator is better (for that year) than the aggregate expertise of the fans creating the ESPN pool.
Results
This section first presents the power model and Bradley-Terry parameters estimated from historical data for predicting each of the last seven tournaments (2013-2019) and the next tournament (2020). Results are then reported for bracket generation experiments with both the six generators from Table 2 and the MLR100 generator defined in Section 2.3.
Power model parameters
The only parameters of the power model are the α-values. The Round 1 α-value estimates are presented in Table 4 .
Each column shows the α-values for predicting one of the 2013-2019 tournaments. For example, the 2016 column uses the results of tournaments from 1985 to 2015 as the data set to estimate α-values for generating brackets for 2016. An upper bound of K = 2 is imposed on the magnitude of the α-value estimates, affectingα 1,(1,16) for 2013-2018 since no 16-seed had won before the 2018 tournament. The α-value estimate of 1.77 for 2019, which incorporates the 16-seed win in 2018, suggests K = 2 was an appropriate choice.
Changes in the α-value estimates over time yield insights into recent tournament trends. For example, the increasing values ofα 1,(8,9) from 2013 to 2016 indicate the 8-seeds performed better in 2013-2015, which flipped the sign in 2016. Sinceα 1, (8, 9) remains close to zero, the outcome is effectively a coin toss. Furthermore, the decreasing values ofα 1, (6, 11) show an improving performance of 11-seeds in recent tournaments. Table 5 presents the weighted averagesα j for Rounds 2-6. Note thatα j is computed after the ±2 cutoff is applied to each match-up's α-value estimate as needed. The α-value estimates for Round 4 are close to zero, indicating the estimated winning probability of each seed is close to 0.5 and the performance of the teams is (nearly) independent of the seed number. For example, in three of the four games of Round 4 in the 2013 tournament, the weaker seed defeated the stronger one. The large proportion of upsets in Round 4 repeated in 2014, causing the drop inα 4 from 2013 to 2015. In every year,α 4 <α 5 <α 6 , which represents the better performance of stronger seeds in later rounds. In most cases, incorporating the results of a single tournament does not have a large impact on the estimated α-values. However, if the outcome of the games between two seeds in a tournament deviates substantially from the prior frequency of observed events, the α-value estimates may change noticeably when that tournament is added to the training data set. For example, every 8-seed defeated every 9-seed in Round 1 of the 2015 tournament, flipping the sign ofα 1,(8,9) for 2016.
Although the 2020 tournament has not occurred as of the time of writing, Tables 4 and 5 include entries for 2020 to show the α-values that will be used with the power model to predict outcomes in the 2020 tournament.
Bradley-Terry model parameters
The sixteen seed-strength parameters for the Bradley-Terry model are estimated by a standard iterative maximum likelihood estimation algorithm (Hunter 2004) . Table 14 in Appendix A.3 presents the Bradley-Terry parameter estimates for predicting the 2013 through 2020 tournaments. Figure 1 places the Bradley-Terry win probabilities for predicting games in Round 1 of the 2020 tournament alongside the corresponding power model probabilities. The estimates are similar for most match-ups, but the Bradley-Terry model has noticeably lower estimates of p 1, (6, 11) and p 1,(7,10) than the power model, meaning the Bradley-Terry model will predict more upsets in these match-ups. The models also disagree on the (8, 9) match-up, with the power (resp., Bradley-Terry) model slightly favoring 9seeds (resp., 8-seeds), but both probability estimates are within 0.025 of a fair coin toss. 
Bracket generation experiments
This subsection uses the six generators in Table 2 to independently generate R = 25 batches of N = 50,000 bracket pools for each of the seven most recent tournaments (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) (2018) (2019) . The methods described in Section 2.4 are then used to measure the strength of the bracket pools and assess the performance of the six generators.
MCB with max score and ESPN count metrics
The generators are first compared using the MCB method with the max score and ESPN count metrics with the standard 95% confidence level. Table 6 provides the average max scoress max for each set of bracket pools. The highest average in each year is in bold. Italicized entries indicate the MCB method concluded the corresponding generator was not the best for that year (i.e. its CI was strictly negative). The MCB method did not produce any strictly positive CIs, so no generator is conclusively the best (with respect to max score) for any given year. Furthermore, every generator except R64 attained the highest average max score in at least 1 year (2 years each for B-T and E8), suggesting the generators differ in meaningful ways. For 2014, the tournament in which a 7-seed defeat an 8-seed in the NCG, the MCB method eliminates all but the E8 and NCG generators, suggesting these two may be particularly well-suited for years with big upsets. Table 7 presents the average ESPN countsn ESPN for each set of bracket pools. The highest average ESPN count for each year is in bold. Italicized entries indicate the MCB method concluded the corresponding generator was not the best for that year (i.e. its CI was strictly negative). The MCB method did not produce any strictly positive CIs, so no generator is conclusively the best (with respect to ESPN count) for any given year. Furthermore, every generator except R64 attained the highest average ESPN count in at least 1 year, suggesting (as mentioned for the max score metric) that the generators have different strengths and weaknesses. In particular, the MCB method results for 2014 mirror those for the max score metric, with only the E8 and NCG generators still in the running for best. Hence, the E8 and NCG generators seem to handle big upsets better than the other four generators.
Comparison with pick favorite approach
The generators are also evaluated against the pick favorite approach by computingp PF , the average proportion of brackets scoring at least as well as the best of the pick favorite pool, as defined in Section 2.4. Table 8 presents these pick favorite proportions for each generator and year. The largestp PF for each year is in bold. In most years, the six generators achieve similarp PF values, with the notable exception of B-T having a much lowerp PF than the other generators for all years but 2015. In most years, the NCG generator attains the highestp PF , though never by a large margin. For 2016,p PF ≈ 0.14 for every generator, suggesting that roughly one in seven of the brackets generated by each generator scores at least as well as the best of the pick favorite pool. Since the pick favorite pool contains eight brackets, this suggests all six generators are better than the pick favorite approach for predicting the 2016 tournament. For 2015, however, each generator hasp PF ≈ 0.001, so roughly one in 1000 of the brackets generated by each generator beats the pick favorite pool. In the remaining years, the proportions are roughly one in 24 (2013), one in 12 (2014), one in 264 (2017), one in 30 (2018), and one in 26 (2019). These proportions suggest the six generators considered should only be used to generate large pools; if a bracket challenge limits the number of submissions to a small value such as ten, then the pick favorite approach may be a better choice than any one of these six generators. However, if a large number of submissions is allowed, then these generators should be considered. Further supporting these generators over the pick favorite approach, the average max scores in Table 6 are more consistent over the years than the s PF scores in Table 3 . This suggests these generators produce bracket distributions with sufficient variance to capture diverse sets of tournament outcomes, provided the pools are sufficiently large, whereas the pick favorite approach only performs well for a small set of tournament outcomes.
Additional comparisons with ESPN pool
The generated bracket pools are also compared to the ESPN pool usingn ESPN , the sample average of the scaled ESPN countsn ESPN , given in Table 9 . For 2016-2018, the scaled counts for all six generators exceed 100, suggesting the generators outperform the ESPN pool participants in these years. For 2014 and 2015, however, many of the scaled counts are zero and none exceed 100. In 2013 and 2019, the B-T generator has low scaled counts, but the five generators based on the power model achieve scaled counts over 100. These results suggest that seed numbers alone often provide sufficient information to produce strong brackets.
While the primary goal of the generators is to produce bracket pools with high max scores, examining the score distribution for a large sample provides an additional perspective on a generator's performance. Figure 2 is a reproduction of the score distribution for a 112,000bracket sample from the ESPN Tournament Challenge in 2016 (Wright and Wiens 2016) . Note that Wright and Wiens (2016) uses the name "pick-the-seeds" for the pick favorite approach and divides scores by 10. Figure 3 presents the score distribution for 1,250,000 brackets (25 replications of 50,000) generated by the R64 generator for 2016, approximately ten times the size of the sample from which Figure 2 was created. The R64 generator's distribution has a lower mode than the ESPN distribution, but its upper tail (above a score of 1000) contains a greater proportion of brackets, suggesting the R64 generator is more likely to generate high-scoring brackets than the general public.
MLR100 vs. R64 at different pool sizes
Recall the MLR100 generator defined in Section 2.3, which independently samples four region outcomes from the 100 most likely region outcomes, as estimated by the power model, and applies the power model probabilities to randomly choose winners in the last three games. Using the power model probability estimates for predicting the 2019 tournament, the 100 most likely region outcomes all have a 1-, 2-, or 3-seed winning the region. Furthermore, the 1-seed always reaches the Elite Eight. Hence the MLR100 generator is not very robust; it will never allow a seed larger than 3 to advance to the last few rounds. In the last seven tournaments, 10 of 28 teams reaching the Final Four and 3 of 14 teams in the National Championship Game were seeded 4 or worse, so the inability of MLR100 to predict such seeds is a severe limitation. Table 10 reports the average max scores across R = 10 replications of generating brackets for the 2013-2019 tournaments with the MLR100 and R64 generators. Pool sizes range from 10 to 50,000. The results vary greatly across years. In 2014, for example, when a 7-seed defeated an 8seed in the NCG, the MLR100 generator scores very poorly. (Recall that MLR100 never sends a 4+-seed to the F4.) However, in 2019, MLR100 generates a higher average max score than R64 for all pool sizes but 5000 and 50,000. Generally, MLR100 performs better for small pools, and R64 performs better for large pools. In most years, the advantage changes around a pool size of 5000. These findings align with the intuition that generator diversity should scale with pool size to allow for appropriate exploration of the search space.
Conclusions
The NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Tournament is an annual single-elimination tournament which is the focus of significant media and fan interest in the United States. Predicting the games' results is a popular activity which has attracted the attention of academic researchers in recent years. This paper reviews the proposed models for predicting the results of the NCAA basketball tournament and introduces the power model, which estimates the teams' winning probabilities as a power function of the teams' seed numbers. The power model generalizes the Bradley-Terry model and has round-dependent parameters, an important feature given the observed tendency for relative seed strength to vary across rounds.
Brackets are generated by applying these estimates to choose game outcomes round by round. The power model is both simple and intuitive: the α-value for each match-up in each round summarizes the performance of the two seeds in the same round in all modern-era tournaments. The web-based implementation of the power model, introduced as a continuing platform to present research on a popular topic to a general audience, has gathered widespread media and public attention.
Five bracket generators using the power model exploit prior research findings on seed distributions to first select the seeds in later rounds before applying the power model to the remaining games. These five generators and a Bradley-Terry-based generator are applied to generate pools of brackets which are scored using the ESPN scoring system and assessed against the pick favorite approach and ESPN Tournament Challenge Leaderboard.
The generators are compared using Hsu's MCB method applied to the max score and ESPN count metrics. The MCB method is inconclusive for both metrics in most years, but it does provide evidence that some generators are not the best in some years.
Since at least one of the E8 and F4 A generators attains the highest or second-highest average max score in each year, there is weak evidence supporting these generators over the other four. The E8 and F4 A models may perform better because fixing the Final Four or Elite Eight seeds splits the bracket, perhaps reducing the likelihood of error propagation through the rounds, especially in contrast to the B-T and R64 generators. However, none of the six generators consistently outperformed the ESPN pool.
The six generators for the main experiments are assessed by generating pools of 50,000 brackets. For small pools, however, the MLR100 generator shows promise, outperforming R64 in most of the last seven tournaments for sample sizes between 10 and 1000. It seems the MLR100 generator offers a balance between the naïve pick favorite approach and the high-variance generators derived from Algorithm 1. Tuning the parameter T for the most-likely regions approach could improve performance for specific pool sizes. Table 11 provides a qualitative summary of the bracket generators discussed in this paper. Future work could seek to characterize the tournament conditions in which certain generators perform better or worse than others. If a set of generators is found such that at least one generator performs well for each year, then a hybrid pool containing some brackets from each generator in the set may achieve more consistent success for future tournaments.
The power model is naturally limited by the small size of data sets for match-ups, especially in later rounds. To address this problem, future work may consider using the results of a seed in one match-up to estimate its winning probability in other match-ups. For instance, a weighted average of the α-values for the stronger seed in the round may be used rather than the weighted average of all αvalues for the round. Moreover, estimating the α-values by a weighted function of the tournament results might improve the models, since more recent tournaments may better represent the relative strength of seeds.
While generators based on the power model do not always produce extremely strong brackets, they perform surprisingly well given that the power model reduces each team to its seed number and uses only this limited data set. Also, the flexibility of the power model makes it a better choice than the Bradley-Terry model, which is a special case. McCrea and Hirt (2009) notes that probability matching, which the power model effectively does in its α-value estimation procedure, does not always lead to the most effective results. It is reasonable to suppose there exist optimal power model parameters which differ from those produced by both the probability-matching procedure and the Bradley-Terry model. Further work could seek alternative estimation procedures in pursuit of these optimal parameters. 
A Appendices
A.1 Tournament round names Table 12 lists the six main rounds of the tournament with their various names.
A.2 Description of two-stage sampling procedure
Each of the sampling functions SampleE8, SampleF4 A , SampleF4 B , and SampleNCG incorporates a truncated geometric distribution based on the results in Jacobson et al. (2011) . When directly fitting a truncated geometric distribution to the historical seed distribution, it is often the case that one seed appears far more often historically than a truncated geometric fit would predict. Hence before each truncated geometric fit, the frequency of the most overrepresented seed s is reduced from f s to f ′ s . Table 13 lists which seeds are modified for each of the sampling functions. The truncated geometric fit then underpredicts the appearance of seed s, so a preliminary stage is added to the sampling procedure in which seed s is chosen with some constant probability p s and the truncated geometric distribution is sampled otherwise (with probability 1 − p s ). The value of p s is chosen to match the total probability of sampling s to the historical proportion. Observe that p s is fully determined by f ′ s . Since fitting the truncated geometric distribution is a deterministic process, the entire two-stage sampling procedure is fully determined by f ′ s . To obtain the best fit to the historical distribution, f ′ s is chosen to minimize the χ 2 goodness-of-fit test statistic for the sampling distribution against the historical distribution.
Defining the sampling functions in this manner offers several advantages: -Replicability -the parameters are entirely determined by the historical distribution. -Flexibility -the sampling functions for future years are easily constructed. -Goodness-of-fit -adjusting for the most overrepresented seed yields a better fit than the truncated geometric distribution alone. Table 14 presents the Bradley-Terry seed-strength parameter estimates for predicting game outcomes in the 2013 through 2020 tournaments. Recall from Section 2.1 that β i is the strength parameter for seed i.
A.3 Bradley-Terry model parameters

